
Manoeuvrability is the key

This statement applies to no product better than to the new forklift from PALFINGER. Dismounted and ready to use in seconds the

CRAYLER can swiftly unload the lorry with ease and precision. Then, for long loads, at the touch of a button the F3 203 PX 4W

becomes a sideloader allowing the operator to move sideways through narrow gaps. Now, even for the longest loads, you can

deliver quality and efficiency right to your customer’s doorstep.

CRAYLER F3 203 PX 4W
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Many ways lead
to success
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www.palfinger.com

The forklifts illustrated are in some cases fitted with extra equipment or for specific countries and do not always represent the standard version.
Country-specific regulations must be observed in respect of installation. Dimensions may vary. Subject to technical changes, errors and translation
mistakes. *) on all major steel components assuming max. 1200 operating hours or 2-year full warranty assuming max. 800 operating hours re-
spectively and in accordance with the terms and conditions of PALFINGER's warranty and guarantee for PALFINGER CRAYLER.

Easy maintenance

• The accessibility of the engine and
other units has been further impro-
ved, which means it’s even easier to
keep your CRAYLER in perfect con-
dition.

Reliability through 
simplicity

• Directly coupled pumps remove the
need of the drive belt. Result:
Improved reliability and reduced
maintenance costs.

KTL innovative surface technology for a long service life

• KTL is the German abbreviation for cathotic dip painting. The elaborate surface
painting operation takes place in 16 stages and protects all CRAYLER components
optimally against corrosion damage. Even when the paintwork is scratched to the
bare metal, KTL protection limits rust development keeping your fleet looking good
and maintaining resale values.

Extensive service network

• The closely meshed CRAYLER service network offers customers speedy help
and perfect support.

Technical data CRAYLER F3 203 PX 4W

Load capacity 2000 kg / 1450 mm LC
Engine 4 cyl. diesel engine, 24.5 kW (33.3 HP)
Dead weight at 1998 kg (without forks)
Lift height up to 3700 mm

Protected cylinders

• The piston rods of the steering cylinders are only extended in 4-way operation.
When driving in normal mode or when the forklift is mounted on the lorry, the
hydraulic rams are fully closed and therefore ideally protected. This guarantees
greatest-possible reliability and prevents unnecessary repair and breakdown
costs.


